The REME HALO® has a unique feature which allows the adjustment of the AOP output by way of an adjustable shroud built into the REME Cell. By sliding the shroud apertures open or closed, the REME HALO® can be custom adjusted to the needs of a specific area. Below is a guideline for setting the adjustable shroud.

To adjust shroud, loosen small Philips head screw on bottom of shroud and slide to desired position. Tighten screw.

1,000 - 1,250 CFM - Fully closed
1,250 - 1,750 CFM - 1/4 open
1,750 - 3,250 CFM - 1/2 open
3,250 - 4,875 CFM - 3/4 open
4,875 - 6,500 CFM - fully open

*For higher odor contaminant loads it can be opened even more at the lower CFMs